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In this paper I discuss the value of exploring student culture through ongoing reflective 
processes for effective and responsible language teaching.  I reflect on my own experience of 
teaching in a foreign language context for the first time, and discuss how developing cultural 
awareness helped me move from a place of frustration to understanding, and how a change in 
attitude and teaching approach impacted my relationships and significantly improved the quality 
of teaching and learning in my classroom. Using Pat Moran’s ‘Cultural Knowings’ framework as 
a guide, I reflect on my personal transformation while working in South Korea and report on my 
experience of moving through the stages of learning about the culture of my students (knowing 
about), investigating the reasons behind their cultural practices (knowing why), exploring my 
own beliefs (knowing oneself), and applying it all to make informed decisions about my teaching 
approach (knowing how).  This case study highlights the importance of considering culture in 
foreign language pedagogy and demonstrates how the ‘Cultural Knowings’ framework can be 
used as a tool for teachers seeking to find balance and harmony in a foreign teaching context, or 
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Culture is all around us.  As foreign language teachers, it is an integral part of what we do.   
Culture dictates perceptions, expectations, behaviors and beliefs, and determines what is 
appropriate for how we teach and interact with our students.  Unfortunately, many EFL/ESL 
teacher training programs focus heavily on methodology, curriculum design, second language 
acquisition research and assessment, and neglect to recognize the importance of culture in 
foreign language pedagogy.  By focusing on the most recently acclaimed methodology, rather 
than emphasizing the need to adapt approaches according to the specific needs of each group of 
students, such programs may leave teachers with the impression that there is a set formula for 
effective language teaching, regardless of culture or context.  This will ultimately lead to conflict 
when teachers find themselves in a context where currently venerated approaches aren’t 
appropriate, and they will inevitably blame themselves, their students, or their administration for 
their students’ insufficient progress.  This is the predicament I found myself in the first time I 
taught in a foreign language context.  
When I was offered a job teaching at a university in South Korea in 2007, I jumped at the 
prospect of living and working in an entirely different culture for a year.   At the time I was a 
part-time science tutorial teacher at my university in Canada, but had no language teaching 
experience. To prepare myself I read a number of popular books on the subject of foreign 
language teaching, and brushed up on the basics of Korean culture from my Lonely Planet travel 
guide.  I had no problems adapting to life in Korea, and greatly enjoyed my experience living 
there.  However, the education system was quite different from what I was accustomed to, and 





despite hearing that Korean students were hard-working and eager, I found that my students 
generally exhibited a poor attitude and showed little progress by the end of the year.   
I blamed myself initially, attributing their poor performance to my own inexperience and lack 
of training. Therefore, during our first summer holiday, I took an intensive Cambridge CELTA 
course (Certificate in English Language Teaching to Adults) back home in Canada, hoping to 
improve my teaching abilities.   The course focused on using well established and currently 
popular teaching approaches to design and deliver lessons in each of the four skills to volunteer 
students.  Many essential components of good language teaching were covered, including 
classroom management and how to design lessons that engage different types of learners; 
however, culture was not a large part of the curriculum.   
I returned to Korea with renewed motivation, expecting that my students would respond well 
to the approaches and techniques that had worked so well for the students in my CELTA 
program. To my disappointment, however, they remained unengaged and performed no better 
than before I had taken the course.  Confident that the problem was no longer with my teaching, I 
concluded that the students were disinterested and lazy and that the curriculum was 
inappropriate.  I suggested making some changes to the syllabus, methods of instruction and 
assessment to my superiors, but they were unwilling to discuss the matter and denied all of my 
requests without further consideration.    
When I began the SMAT program at SIT Graduate Institute, I was feeling quite frustrated 
and by this time had developed a negative view of the Korean education system.   At SIT, 
however, I experienced my first dose of culture training and it challenged me to re-examine all of 
my negative perceptions.  I developed a new awareness of how deeply my beliefs and 





expectations about teaching and learning were shaped by my own cultural experiences, and I 
realized and understood for the first time that my students and administration likely had 
completely different expectations than I did about what should go on inside a language 
classroom.    Moreover, one of my classmates knew a great deal about Korean culture and was 
able to clarify a number of my misconceptions, which opened my eyes to the fact that much of 
my frustration stemmed from my lack of cultural awareness.   
As my knowledge of Korean culture grew, I began to wonder if my view of teaching and 
learning in Korea had been too narrow.  Upon returning to Korea, this time in a new position at 
Honam University in Gwangju, I set out to learn as much as I could about Korean culture to 
determine if becoming more culturally aware would decrease my frustration in my context and 
help me become a more effective teacher.  I wanted to find out whether learning more about 
Korean culture would have any effect on my attitude and approach towards teaching in Korea, 














Culture Shock Korea 
In this chapter I describe my teaching context in South Korea and discuss how it differed 
from my personal expectations of teaching and learning at the university level, as well as how 
this affected my attitude towards teaching in Korea.     
In Canada, students are encouraged from a young age to think outside the box, to be creative, 
and that the process of getting to the right answer can be just as important as the answer itself.  
Innovation, leadership and the ability to solve complex problems are all highly valued qualities. 
By the time students begin university they are expected to be self-motivated, to possess good 
organizational and time management skills, and to maintain effective study habits.  All my life I 
had assumed that these were the universal standards for higher-level education.  However, 
teaching in Korea taught me that education standards around the world can be quite different. 
I worked in three different universities throughout Korea; the first in Gangneung, the second 
in Hongseong, and the third in Gwangju.  In all three schools I taught mostly freshman students, 
but I also taught a few second and third year English major classes as well.  As a country that 
desires to be more globally competitive and that has a reputation for highly valuing education, I 
expected that Korean students would be highly innovative and motivated to learn English.  
However, quite on the contrary, my students seemed to me to care little about learning English 
and I was surprised to find that initially many of them didn’t even bring a pen or paper to class.  I 
had to remind them repeatedly to take notes from the board, and often found important handouts 
left carelessly behind on desks after class.  Many students seemed unengaged, refused to partake 
in group work or class discussions, resisted participating in class activities beyond the basic 





textbook exercises and wanted me to give them the answers to exercises rather than attempt them 
on their own.  The more creative and fun I thought an activity was, the more they seemed to 
dislike it. Moreover, they rarely did their homework assignments, often copied answers from one 
another when they did, and a number of students openly admitted to me that they never studied 
outside of class time.  When I was in university I studied for countless hours and would never 
have even thought about refusing to do something asked of me by one of my professors, so I 
quickly grew frustrated with what I perceived as a lack of cooperation, insolence and laziness.   
I felt Korean students generally needed to learn a greater sense of responsibility and that they 
should be held more accountable for their learning.  It seemed no wonder to me that they weren’t 
taking their studies seriously: they were rarely penalized for plagiarism; sports and social events 
were considered legitimate excuses for missing class; if they found employment they were 
simply excused from their classes with little more than a small make-up project; and I knew a 
number of teachers who were pushed by their school administration to change grades at the end 
of the semester.  I found this last practice particularly difficult to accept because I believe 
strongly in the value of merit and always try to evaluate my students fairly based on their effort 
and abilities.  When I approached the school administration I found they were very resistant to 
change and weren’t interested in even discussing the potential benefits of things such as 
increasing student accountability, leveling classes according to student ability, modifying the 
curriculum, or implementing different teaching or assessment techniques.   
After several years of pushing for change at the administrative level without success and 
being unable to achieve the results I wanted with my students, I formed harsh judgments of the 
Korean education system.  I continually compared it to the western teaching system I was 
accustomed to, and found it falling short. I was discouraged and felt as though the only way for 





me to be able to work harmoniously within the Korean system would be to abandon my teaching 
principles, and I wasn’t prepared to do that.  As time went on my frustration grew, and it began 
to affect my relationships with both my students and colleagues.  However, my cultural 
exploration project helped me realize that through understanding one can achieve balance and 




















From Frustration to Understanding 
 
 In this chapter I give an overview of the framework I used to guide me through my 
cultural exploration.  I explain each stage of the framework, the activities I engaged in, and how 
they contributed to my overall learning experience.  I share how I was able to move from a place 
of frustration with my situation in Korea to one of understanding, and in the next chapter I will 
explore how this impacted my teaching, as well as my relationships and ability to integrate into 
Korean society.   
 
3.1. The Cultural Knowings Framework  
 
The cultural knowings framework is presented by Pat Moran is his book, Teaching 
Culture (2001, p. 15), as a tool for learning and teaching culture in order to help learners develop 
cultural competence.  According to this framework, there are four interconnected learning 
interactions involved in the cultural experience: Knowing About, Knowing How, Knowing Why, 
and Knowing Oneself (figure 3.1).  In order to develop cultural competence one must actively 
engage in each of these four interactions while also undergoing a rigorous process of self-
reflection.  Each of the four cultural knowings corresponds to the four stages of the experiential 
learning cycle: Description, Participation, Interpretation, and Response (Kolb, 1984).  
Experiential learning and self reflection are two of the central pillars of the SIT MATESOL 
program, which is why I chose this framework to guide me through my exploration. 
The first interaction, knowing about, involves gathering information and acquiring 
knowledge about the products, practices, and perspectives of a culture.  Knowing how refers to 
having the ability to behave in a manner that is appropriate for the culture.  Knowing why 





Figure 3.1: The Cultural Knowings Framework (Moran, 1991) 
 
includes developing an understanding of the perceptions, beliefs, and attitudes that underlie all 
aspects of a culture. This process involves analyzing one’s cultural experiences and comparing 
them with the perspectives of their own culture.  Finally, self-awareness, the interaction of 
knowing oneself, refers to the ability to understand how one’s own culture affects their values, 
views, beliefs, and reactions towards their experiences in a new culture.  Understanding oneself 
as a cultural being helps learners comprehend, adapt, and integrate into another culture.  The 
content, activities and outcomes involved in each of the four competencies are summarized in 
Table 3.1.  
Table 3.1: Cultural Knowings: Content, Activities, Outcomes (Moran, 1991, p. 18) 
 Content Activities Outcomes 
Knowing About Cultural information Gathering information Cultural knowledge 
Knowing How Cultural practices Developing  
skills 
Cultural behaviors 




Knowing Oneself Self  Reflection  Self-awareness  
 
 





3.2. Exploring Myself as a Cultural Being (Knowing Oneself) 
 
 I began my exploration by analyzing myself.  If I was to understand the views, beliefs 
and practices of my students and school administration staff, I first needed to define my own 
beliefs and principles, and understand where they stemmed from.  In our ICLT (intercultural 
communication for language teachers) class at SIT, our teacher asked us to explore the question 
“Who am I as a cultural being?”.  Although this question might seem simple, truly knowing and 
being able to define my cultural self was a process that required structure, guidance, and a lot of 
reflection on my personal experiences compared to those of others.   
My class was small, but diverse, and analyzing the role our different experiences had in 
shaping each of our core values, beliefs and perceptions helped me develop a greater awareness 
of the multitude of influences that shape who we are.  An individual’s perceptions of what is best 
or appropriate reflect those of their local communities and society at large, and these are inherent 
in many aspects of daily life, including education systems, work habits, family values, and social 
customs.   
 In order to identify my own cultural influences, I first had to define the groups I was a 
part of and analyze how membership in each had shaped how I perceive the world around me.  
To do this, my teacher guided my classmates and me through a process of diagramming our 
community groups as different sized circles on a piece of paper according to their significance in 
our lives.  She asked us to contemplate what was required for membership in each group, what 
were the core beliefs and values of each group, how their values and beliefs differed from other 
groups, what sources of conflict existed for each group and why, and how each group had 
influenced our perceptions of what was ‘normal’.  Importantly, she asked us to do all of this in 





groups so we could compare our different experiences.  It was eye opening to observe just how 
deeply we had each been influenced, and in such different ways.   
 Other activities included processing cultural conflicts we had experienced in the past, 
reading and analyzing personal memoirs from a culturally diverse range of individuals, and 
writing a cultural autobiography.  Through these guided activities and reflections, I realized that 
much of the conflict I had been experiencing as a teacher in Korea was a result of our different 
experiences and influences, resulting in differing views of learning and teaching, hierarchy in 
relationships, efficiency, work ethic, etc.  I began working in Korea with preconceived notions of 
what good education is, how good students should act, what the role of administration should be, 
what a good work ethic is, and how conflict should be dealt with.  When my expectations 
weren’t met, I jumped to judgment, trying to change things to suit my view of what was best, 
rather than trying to understand why they did things differently.     
Understanding oneself culturally is a very important first step in being able to truly 
comprehend and integrate into another culture.  It helps one to understand where different 
people’s views come from, and to be able to recognize and sensitively deal with cultural conflicts 
when they arise. 
 
3.3. Exploring Korean culture (knowing about and knowing why) 
In an effort to more fully understand the general Korean perceptions and behaviors that 
were causing conflict in my life, I read widely about Korean culture, conducted interviews about 
the Korean education system, and engaged my students in a dialogue about their cultural 
influences and perception of education. My goal was to reach a place of understanding that 





would allow me to work more harmoniously within the Korean education system without having 
to sacrifice my beliefs and principles about education.   
Reading and research 
The authors of the book Culture Shock Korea (Hur & Hur, 1988) describe culture shock 
as “being confused, anxious, and puzzled by the way others behave; and confusing, causing 
anxiety to, and puzzling others by behaving in one’s own way” (p. 196).  This confusion occurs 
because our cultural experiences heavily shape our perception of what are appropriate social and 
societal norms.  When we encounter opposing views they are often difficult to accept, or even 
understand, because we perceive our own way as the correct way of doing things.   
A study of over 40 different countries around the world by Geert Hofstede in the 1970s 
revealed five dimensions of culture: power distance, individualism, masculinity, uncertainty 
avoidance, and long-term orientation (Itim, 2012).  Attitudes, expectations and behaviors in the 
classroom can vary significantly from one country to another, depending on whether they score 
high or low in each cultural dimension.  This model can be of great use to compare differences in 
populations, but it should be kept in mind that it is a general descriptor and not every individual 
or region of a country will fit into the mould. The different scorings for South Korean and 
Canadian societies for each of the five dimensions are shown in figure 3.2.   
The rather large difference in each dimension between Korean and Canadian societies 
explains the culture shock I experienced when moving from Canada to Korea, and why I had 
such a difficult time accepting the educational practices in Korea.  My views of education and 
role expectations differed greatly from those of my Korean students and administration. Canada 
is more individualistic and masculine than Korea, and Korea has greater long-term orientation 
and power-distance and avoidance uncertainty indices. 





Figure 3.2. Comparison of Hofstede’s cultural dimensions for South Korean and Canadian 








Power Distance Index (PDI) is the extent to which society accepts and expects that power 
is distributed unequally in organizations and institutions, such as family.  Korea has a higher PDI 
than Canada, reflecting their greater tendency to endorse inequality in society.  In individualistic 
societies with high IDV scores such as Canada everyone is expected to look after him/ herself 
and their immediate family.  On the other hand, in collectivist societies with low IDV scores like 
Korea people from birth onwards integrate into strong in-groups, such as extended families, and 
are expected to care for one another unquestioningly.  Masculinity refers to the extent to which 
qualities tend to be assertive and competitive versus modest and caring. Canada’s higher 
masculinity score indicates that the society is driven largely by competition, achievement and 
success in both work and leisure pursuits, whereas in more feminine societies like Korea the 
dominant values are caring for others and quality of life and standing out from the crowd is not 
admirable. Uncertainty avoidance index (UAI) deals with a society’s tolerance for uncertainty 
and ambiguity.  A society with high UAI like Korean society is uncomfortable with novel and 
uncertain situations, and feels comfortable in structured situations where it is clear what they 
should do and how they should act.  For this reason they often operate under strict laws and 
maintain set guidelines for how to act in social situations.  Canadians, on the other hand, have a 





larger degree of acceptance for new ideas, innovative products and a greater willingness to try 
new and different things.  Long-term Orientation (LTO), or Confucian dynamism, was added to 
the first four dimensions after a later study of 23 countries by Chinese scholars revealed a 
fundamental difference in societies based on their Confucian influence.  Societies with high LTO 
like Korea place emphasis on reaching a desirable future, while low LTO societies such as 
Canada focus more on the past and present.  How each of these dimensions affects how students 
and teachers perform and interact in the classroom is outlined in table 3.2.   
As I contemplated the information in table 3.2., it became clear to me that the conflicts I 
was experiencing at my school in Korea were a result of my differing expectations compared to 
those of my students and administration.   I expected my students to take initiative, speak freely 
in class, to tell me when they didn’t understand, to work well together in groups, and to respond 
positively to what I perceived as fun and creative tasks.  When they didn’t, my first assumption 
was that they weren’t good students.  However, it turned out that my perception of how a good 
student should perform in class was quite different from theirs.  As one Korean student shared in 
the book Learning Teaching (Moran, 2001), a good student should “listen very carefully to the 
teacher and study hard after class” (p. 70).  From that student’s point of view, she was being a 
good student by not asking a lot of questions in class.  Moreover, the importance of saving face 
in Korean society explained the students’ hesitance to speak aloud in class or work together in 
groups.  The principle of saving face dominates much of Korean behavior and stems from the 
influential teachings of the ancient Chinese philosopher, Confucius (Riegel, J, 2012).   This 
principle also explained why school administrations didn’t want to level the students according 
to their English ability, even though it would have created a more productive learning 
environment.   



































 Power minimized 
 
Classroom implications: student-centered, teachers expect 
students to initiate some communication, students allowed 
to contradict teacher, free communication between student 





Classroom implications: teacher-centered, students 
depend highly on teachers,  teachers expected to initiate 
all communication in class, teacher not publicly criticized, 
teachers are gurus who transfer personal wisdom 
 





 Comfortable with uncertainty 
 High risk-taking 
 
Classroom implications: students comfortable with vague 
instructions and projects involving creativity, teacher not 
expected to have all the answers, students want to engage 
in discussions 
 Anxious about uncertainty 
 Low risk-taking/safe 
 
Classroom implications: students only comfortable in very 
structured learning situations and are uncomfortable with 
vague instructions, teacher is expected to have all the 
answers, students want to be given answers 
 
3. Collectivism/ Individualism 
Individualism Collectivism 
 
 Individual’s needs before the group 
 Independence and self-reliance 
 
Classroom implications: students expect to learn how to 
learn, student initiative encouraged, students associate 
according to interests, teacher deals with students as 
individuals  
 Identity comes from belonging to a group 
 
 
Classroom implications: students expect to learn how to 
do, student initiative discouraged, students associate 
according to in-groups, neither teacher nor student should 
ever be made to lose face, teacher deals with students as a 
group 
 
4. Masculinity/ Femininity  
Masculinity Femininity 
 
 Emotional gender roles are distinct 
 Greater tendency towards assertive and competitive 
qualities 
 
Classroom implications: knowledgeable teachers admired, 
competition in class, best student is norm, praise for good 
students, failing in school in taken very seriously 
 Emotional gender roles overlap 
 Greater tendency towards modest and caring qualities 
 
 
Classroom implications: friendly teachers admired, over-
ambition unfavorable, average students is norm, praise for 
weak students, failing in school is a minor incident 
 
5. Long-term/ short-term orientation (Confucian dynamism)  
Long-term Orientation Short-term Orientation  
 Emphasis on reaching a desirable future 
 
Classroom implications: persistence and perseverance, 
studying hard is the norm, leisure time not important, 
children learn to save, personal adaptability, important life 
events perceived as going to happen in the future  
 Emphasis on fulfilling present needs and desires 
 
Classroom implications: quick results expected, enjoyment 
is the norm, leisure time important, children learn to 
spend, personal stability and steadiness, important life 
events perceived as happening now or in the past 
 





None of Hofstede’s culture dimensions, however, could explain the indifference many of 
my students seemed to show toward their university education.  This was particularly confusing 
to me because I had always heard that Koreans were good students and highly valued education.  
This was definitely not the case for a good proportion of my freshman students, who often came 
to class late, didn’t do homework, and fell asleep at their desk because they had stayed out late 
partying with their friends.  A common assumption among foreign teachers was that the students 
were lazy and incompetent and that the system was flawed.  Through my research, however, I 
realized that these were ignorant judgments made by foreigners who didn’t understand Korean 
society and culture.  I learned that from the age of six Korean schoolchildren lead difficult and 
serious lives, often studying more than 16 hours a day.  Korean Confucian tradition considers 
education one of the most important things in life, and most of a child’s education is aimed at 
getting a high score for the university entrance examination.  Each day after public school and 
also on the weekends, the vast majority of children attend additional private schools, after which 
they go to the library until the early hours of the morning.  The strict education system allows the 
children little time to socialize or relax, and when discussing the subject of hobbies and interests 
in class, it was not uncommon for my students to list their favorite activity as ‘sleeping’.   
Entrance to university is so highly competitive these days that students feel enormous 
pressure to get high scores in both middle and high school, and suicide rates are increasing as a 
result.  According to one article, a fifth of Korean students feel tempted to commit suicide 
(“Exams,” 2011).  After many years of intense study, university life is, for many Koreans, a time 
to relax and enjoy life.  It is a short break between the pressure of high school and Korea’s highly 
demanding work life.  It’s actually considered an important time for forming long-lasting 





connections and relationships that will serve them well after graduation, which is why social and 
sporting events were considered valid excuses for not attending class.   
After learning about the extreme pressure Koreans experience both before and after 
university, I could truly understand and empathize with their situation.  I finally understood that 
so much of what we believe is based on our own narrow perception of the world.  From this 
experience I learned a valuable lesson about not making assumptions, and about the importance 
of always trying to understand other people’s views and behaviors in terms of their differing 
experiences.  
What I also realized was that their first year of university was the first time in their lives 
Korean students didn’t have a study system completely structured for them.  This is why they 
lacked self-motivation, were unable to effectively organize and had poor study habits.  This 
enforced my desire to help them develop effective learning strategies, become autonomous 
learners, and to learn and a sense of responsibility and accountability for their own learning.    
In Susan Oak’s book, Teaching English to Koreans, she describes the Korean education 
system (2003).  According to her, Korean high school teachers employ lecture and recitation 
techniques in order to prepare students for standardized examinations and to maintain order in 
classes of over sixty students.   Even though Korean students learn English in school from a 
young age, grammar translation, repetition and memorization techniques are generally utilized, 
which is why university level students may have large vocabulary reserves and a basic 
knowledge of grammar rules, but can’t effectively put either to use.  She explains how students 
who are used to certain methods of teaching may initially resist the “alternative” approaches used 
by foreign university instructors, as I myself had experienced when I tried to engage students in 
open class discussions, interactive class mingles, and other student-centered approaches in the 





classroom.  The fact that my students were so used to working directly from a textbook also 
explained why they were lacking basic skills of note-taking and organizing a binder, which was 
something that I simply took for granted coming from Canada. 
When it came to my administration and coworkers, the main problem was that I didn’t realize 
just how important hierarchy and showing respect according to one’s social rank was.  In Canada 
I had always spoken to my superiors and colleagues in a similar manner; respectfully, but as 
though we were all of equal status.  However, as I mentioned, Korean society is heavily shaped 
and influenced by the teaching of the Confucius, and one of the main principles that Korean 
society operates under is that all persons in society must know their place and uphold their 
positions. 
The authors of Culture Shock Korea (Hur & Hur, 1988) explain that Korean interpersonal 
relationships operate on the principle of harmony.  One’s emotional state is known as kibun, and 
Koreans make crucial, important decisions based on avoiding hurting another person’s kibun.  
They believe that honesty and moral integrity is much more important than efficiency, and that to 
accomplish something while causing unhappiness or discomfort to individuals is to accomplish 
nothing at all.  A Korean’s kibun can be damaged when his subordinate does not show proper 
respect, such as by not using honorific speech or not following the chain of command.   
Understanding the principle of kibun was an important step in my being able to work 
harmoniously within the Korean education system.  One of my biggest frustrations my first few 
years in Korea had been that change happened too slowly and many times things seemed to work 
less efficiently than they could. Based on my perception of what best education practices are, I 
pushed for change at the administrative level, often openly questioning my superiors and offering 
suggestions for improving our university English program.   Although my intentions were good, 





I offended my administration by questioning their ability to run the program effectively and by 
speaking to them as though I were of equal status.  As I will explain more in the next chapter, it 
wasn’t until I accepted and began to act according to the principles of kibun, putting the interests 
of others first, and respecting social rank, that I was able to successfully influence any of sort of 
positive change at my school. 
Interviews and dialogues 
 Reading about Korean culture facilitated a change in my attitude, and shifted my view of 
many issues from one of bewilderment and frustration to one of tolerance, understanding, and 
even acceptance.  However, I still had many questions about the Korean education system, and it 
seemed that the best way to find the answers I was seeking would be to open a dialogue with my 
students and administration.  In order to avoid causing offense by directly questioning the way 
things are done in their society, I initiated a dialogue about the subject by presenting the issue in 
the form of a code.  Codes are often used to initiate dialogues in the participatory approach, in 
which the curriculum is developed around issues that evoke strong emotional responses 
(Auerbach, 1997).  Codes allow one to present an issue in a depersonalized way such that the 
issue is immediately recognizable, but can be viewed objectively (Freire, P, 2000).   
My code was an essay written by a young Korean schoolgirl in which she presents some of 
the common criticisms Korean people themselves have about the current education system, 
which I obtained from a friend who was working at the local radio station where the student was 
interviewed for winning a national debate competition (Appendix A).  By focusing our 
discussions on the issues raised in this article, I was able to ask questions about the Korean 
education system without offending anyone by being seen as placing personal judgment on the 
Korean way of doing things.    





The main argument that YuRi Kim makes in her article is that Korea should be aspiring to 
educate its students to be more successful in today’s global world, which values innovation and 
the ability to think outside the box.  However, she believes that the current Korean education 
system actually suppresses these abilities in children, instead forcing them all to conform to a 
single standard way of thinking.  Her argument is that teachers insist on students memorizing 
spoon-fed answers and leave no room for creativity, accepting only a single answer as the 
‘correct answer’.  By teaching students to memorize set answers, teachers are ensuring they 
achieve good test scores, however, this diminishes their ability to problem solve and think 
critically, leaving them unprepared to deal with real-world issues in their future lives. 
Interview with my director 
I presented this article to my director, Dr. JooKyung Park, who I felt would be a good person 
to talk to because she had personally experienced both Korean and American education systems.  
She did most of her schooling in Korea, but after graduating from university, she travelled to 
America to obtain her graduate degree from Texas A&M University.   Because of this, she was 
able to discuss both the pros and cons of each education system.   
I asked Dr. Park if it was true that Korean education was based on memorization and spoon-
feeding students a set of pre-determined answers, which she confirmed.   In her opinion the real 
root of the problem lies in the Korean standardized test system.  According to her, all teaching in 
Korea prior to university is aimed at helping students pass the university entrance exam, which is 
a multiple choice exam that doesn’t require students to be able to produce creative or original 
answers.  In addition, both TOEFL and TOEIC scores are major hiring factors for most 
professional jobs in South Korea.  TOEFL evaluates the ability of an individual to use and 
understand English in an academic setting, while TOEIC measures ability to use English in 





everyday workplace activities.  Institutions such as government agencies, licensing bodies, 
businesses, or scholarship programs all require TOEFL scores, and because they are only valid 
for two years and institutions usually consider only the most recent TOEFL score, students re-
take the test often in an effort to achieve the highest score possible. However, the majority of 
companies in Korea don’t require their employees to actually be able to use English on the job.  
Therefore, many students have no real desire to learn English, and are motivated only by test 
scores.  
Because students only need to know a set of pre-determined answers for standardized tests, 
higher order learning skills aren’t part of the curriculum.  For me, as an educator, this was very 
difficult to accept because I believe education is more than just memorizing a set of rules or facts 
from a textbook.  In Canada, our education system fosters skills such as creativity and problem-
solving, and I was always taught that the process of arriving at the answer can be just as 
important as the answer itself.  This method of educating went against everything I believed 
about good teaching practice.  Although test preparation helped Korean students in the short term 
to get into university or secure a job at a good company, it failed to equip them with the skills 
they needed to deal with the complex situations they would undoubtedly encounter in the real 
world thereafter.   
Having entered the American education system feeling inadequately prepared by her 
education in Korea, Dr. Park was of the opinion that the Korean system needed to change.   In 
her own classroom she encouraged autonomous learning, taught learning strategies, and 
challenged her students to think more critically.  But because she knew how difficult it was for 
them, she broke each task down into a series of steps and provided a lot of support and 
scaffolding for each.  However, most teachers in Korea are never exposed to any other way of 





learning, so in their classrooms they continue to model their teachers’ methods of rote 
memorization and spoon-feeding test answers.  Yet, according to D. Park, even if they were 
interested in implementing change they would find their efforts to introduce new teaching 
methods unsuccessful because the focus of the students and administration would still be on 
standardized test scores. 
 
Student dialogues 
I also wanted to hear my students’ thoughts on the issues discussed in the article.  I first 
asked them to write individual responses to the article with the help of some guiding questions, 
then asked them to discuss the issues in small groups, and finally engaged them in a class 
discussion on the topic.  To my surprise, all twenty students in the class agreed with what was 
written in the article.  In her response paper, one student wrote: 
 “Our creativity is fading now because we are used to accepting rather than thinking”,  
while another student stated: 
“The Korean system teaches me not to be creative because the teachers give me the “right” 
answers.  I don’t feel well prepared to solve problems alone after graduation”.   
However, although they were able to recognize the problems in the system, their inexperience 
solving complex problems left them unable to come up with any solutions aside from sending 
their children abroad to be educated. 
 
Reflections and conclusions 
I reflected on the assignments I had given these students throughout the semester and how 
they had struggled with them.  I now understood that my assignments had been de-motivating in 





that they were too challenging compared to what my students were accustomed to.  They had 
been forced to adjust to too many new things at once when they entered my classroom; a native 
speaker teacher who gave instructions completely in English, being required to share answers 
and ideas with the class, working daily in groups, and tasks requiring creative thought and 
original answers. Although I wanted to push my students to do more than memorize a set of pre-
determined answers, I had pushed too hard without providing any support to help them succeed.  
According to Krashen (1988) in his “I + 1” (input + 1) theory of teaching and learning, the goal 
of good teaching should be to provide just enough challenge to the learner to help them progress 
and motivate without overwhelming them, which could negatively impact their learning.   
It is also well established that student affect plays an important role in learning in any 
context.  In Working with Teaching Methods: What’s at Stake?, Stevick (1998) states that, “The 
preservation of our self-image is the first law of psychological survival” (p. 20).  This self 
preservation instinct is what leads to resistance and hesitance to participate in class for fear of 
being inadequate.  This is especially true in the Korean context, where saving face is an 
important principle of their society.  However, because I didn’t understand the needs of the 
students when I started working in Korea, I failed to establish a safe learning environment where 
they felt supported and comfortable enough to take risks with the language.  By engaging them 
in a dialogue, however, I had opened the doors of communication.  During our discussions they 
shared with me that they would very much like to improve their problem-solving abilities and 
acquire new learning strategies, but felt shy, nervous, and afraid of failure.  Knowing this, in 
addition to everything I had learned about Korean culture, society, and education, I was able to 
make much more informed decisions about my teaching.   





Using the cultural knowings framework to explore myself and my new context, I had learned 
much about myself, my students, my coworkers, and the system I was working in.  I realized I 
was going to have to take an entirely new approach to teaching in Korea.  However, if I were to 
completely change my style of teaching in consideration of student affect and their needs for 
getting good test scores, it would mean abandoning my teaching principles.  In my view, 
teaching to the test, posing questions that only require choosing a pre-determined answer, and 
neglecting to foster originality, critical thinking, or problem-solving skills are not effective 
teaching approaches.  Yet, if I continued to set such high expectations for my students without 
any structure or support, I was setting them up for failure.  What I needed was to find a balance 
that would allow me to meet the emotional and short-term needs of the students in a way that 
was in line with my basic beliefs about teaching.  This would mean adapting my teaching 
somewhat to include approaches the students were accustomed to, while also slowly introducing 
new aspects into their learning experience in a way that they would feel safe, supported, and able 















How Awareness Informs Teaching Practice 
 
“We cannot change anything until we accept it. Condemnation does not liberate. It oppresses.” 
~ Carl Jung ~ 
 
This chapter is an examination of how cultural awareness can affect attitudes and 
expectations, strengthen relationships, and lead to more effective teaching and learning.  I 
discuss how cultural awareness allowed me to reconcile many of the differences that were 
leading to conflict between me, my students, and my administration, and how I was able to find a 
balanced approach to teaching that more effectively met the needs of my students while still 
being in line with my beliefs about teaching and learning.  I will share how my cultural 
awareness improved my relationships with my students, decreased my frustration in my context, 
and how it affected my teaching and impacted my students’ learning.  I will provide examples of 
ways that I successfully implemented change in my classroom that can be used as a model for 
other teacher’s seeking to foster higher order learning skills, such as problem solving and 
autonomous learning, in students who are accustomed to rote learning and memorization.  Such 
new concepts may be both difficult and intimidating for students who have never been exposed 
to them, so it is important to introduce them slowly and sensitively in order to preserve student’s 
self confidence, as well as to promote a positive attitude towards learning the English language. 
 
4.1. The art of balance (knowing how)  
Moving away from mainstream pedagogy   
Through my cultural exploration, I learned of many differences between Canadian and 
Korean culture that explained our differing views, attitudes and expectations of teaching and 





learning.  Without knowing or understanding these differences, I began teaching in Korea with 
an expectation that my students would respond well to the mainstream teaching techniques that I 
had learned about it my CELTA course.  However, it became evident to me that mainstream 
approaches were not appropriate in my context, and in fact, were detrimental to my students’ 
learning and also to my attitude towards teaching in Korea.   
I gleaned some outside perspective on my situation by reading an essay entitled Adopting 
a Critical Perspective on Pedagogy (Canagarajah, S., 1999).  Canagarajah’s view is that learning 
is not something de-contextualized that happens in a classroom and has nothing to do with the 
outside world.  He believes that mainstream pedagogy is informed by the ideologies of dominant 
communities, and points out that western centers of education and research dominate teacher 
training and textbook publishing in the global ELT field.   He states that ‘Western pedagogical 
developments suggest a belief that cognitive strategies are universal – that learning styles found 
to be effective for students from one community may be assumed to be equally effective for 
students from others’ (p. 13).  I realized the truth in this as I struggled without success to apply 
collaborative, process-oriented, and task-based teaching methods, which are currently acclaimed 
in western professional circles, in my own Korean context.  I had used these methods in other 
contexts in the past with great success, but it was clear that my Korean students preferred and 
responded better to more formal, product-oriented, teacher-centered approaches which are 
currently looked down on by most western teaching professionals as being out of date.  
As Canagarajah points out, there is a great deal of research surrounding the area of 
learning styles and strategies used in different cultures, and it has been shown that culture 
dictates beliefs, values, and perceptions which all affect language learning, including general 
learning styles and also specific language learning strategies employed (Oxford, R. 1996).  





Although basic learning processes may be universal, different styles of learning are fostered 
depending on educational experience, explaining why people from different cultures generally 
respond in different ways to various teaching methods.  Accordingly, optimal learning may be 
facilitated when teachers find the correct balance between learners’ preferred style and the 
teaching methods they employ. 
Clearly the approach I had taken in my context so far was not harmonizing with my 
students’ preferred learning style, as they did not engage in class and showed few signs of 
progress throughout the semester.  At times they even voiced their discomfort for some of the 
activities I asked them to participate in, and expressed their desire to spend more class time 
quietly completing textbook exercises, as they had done in the past.  I had dismissed this as 
laziness until now, believing my students would benefit more by participating in communicative 
activities, doing collaborative problem-solving tasks, and moving around the room to engage 
their kinesthetic senses.  
However, in taking this attitude I didn’t consider how unfamiliar my methods were to my 
students, and I ignored the important consideration of affect in language learning.  Brown states 
that a student’s willingness to attempt communication in a foreign language is largely affected by 
their self esteem and belief in their own ability to do the task (Brown, H.D., 1996). He refers to 
several studies that suggest certain teaching techniques can help students “unfold their wings” 
and that teachers can have a positive impact on the linguistic performance and emotional well-
being of their students by focusing not just on linguistic goals, but also on the emotional needs of 
the students.  Korean students are particularly self-conscious and worry a great deal about 
making mistakes in front of their peers, so the unfamiliar tasks I gave my students made them 
anxious and uncomfortable, hindering their ability to perform.   





For these reasons it was clear to me that if I wanted to increase my student’s learning 
potential, I would have to adapt my teaching style to be more in line with what they were 
accustomed to and find an approach that fostered learning in a way that they would be able to 
respond to.  Yet, I still strongly disagreed with a number of Korean education practices, 
including spoon-feeding students the answers before they make any attempt on their own and 
perpetuating the idea that there is only one pre-determined correct answer, which discourages 
creative thinking.  Therefore, I was faced with the challenge of finding a way to stimulate my 
students’ specific processes of learning in order to help them reach their immediate learning 
goals, while slowly implementing changes that would help them begin to develop the higher 
order learning skills I believed they needed to function effectively both in Korean society in and 
in today’s global world.     
 
Shifting the focus of I, Thou and It 
In his I-Thou-It framework, Hawkins describes the interplay between three indispensible 
factors in teaching and learning (Hawkins, D. 1967). In this triangle, he describes the “I” as the 
teacher, the “Thou” as the learner, and the “It” as the subject matter that serves to link teacher 
and student together in a dynamic relationship (figure 4.1).   
Realistically the focus shifts frequently, but in an ideal classroom there will generally be 
a harmonistic balance and strong relationships between the elements.  Optimal learning will 
occur when the emotional and cognitive needs of both teacher and learner are met, when the 
learner is engaged by the material, and when the teacher is in tune with how what is happening in 
the classroom is affecting the learner.   
 












In my Korean context I had been focusing too much on the ‘I and It’, and neglecting the 
‘Thou’.  I prided myself on using venerated teaching techniques and spent hours designing 
creative activities that I thought would engage my students, and when they didn’t respond I 
assumed they were bad students because I didn’t know enough about Korean culture to 
understand their behavior.  When I finally took the time to learn more about my students, I 
discovered that they did not possess the skills they needed to be able to successfully complete the 
tasks I gave them, which triggered anxiety and negatively impacted their self-confidence. 
Moreover, after reading the Canagarajah essay about Critical Pedagogy, I began noticing 
a divide between the issues presented in our textbook and my students’ reality, which helped 
explain their lack of engagement with the material.  My students couldn’t relate to textbook 
topics such as traveling, studying abroad and free time activities.  The vast majority of my 
students had never travelled outside of Korea, spent much of their time studying for exams, and 
were not planning to study abroad.  Many of them were studying English only because they were 
pressured by their parents to get high paying jobs and take care of the family.  But even in this 
case the students usually only cared about standardized test scores because very few jobs in 
Korea required them to actually be able to use English.   
I 
Thou It 





In order to achieve harmony, balance, and optimal learning in my classroom according to 
the I-Thou-It framework, I had to shift some of the focus away from myself and back towards the 
students, equally nurturing both the ‘I’ and ‘Thou’ in the teaching and learning relationship. I 
also needed to build better rapport with my students to strengthen the relationship between the ‘I’ 
and the ‘Thou’, and find a way to help the students engage more with the material to strengthen 
the relationship between the ‘Thou’ and the ‘It’.    
This wasn’t possible without some knowledge of my students’ cultural background.  By 
exploring Korean culture I had come to understand much of their behavior, perspectives, 
expectations and needs.  With that knowledge, I was now able to make better informed decisions 
about what was best for my students, as opposed to what I believed was best based on my 
preconceived notions of teaching and learning from my own Canadian educational experiences.  
Moreover, my attitude changed considerably, and I realized that in order to meet the needs of my 
students I had to be more patient, understanding, receptive, and flexible.   
 
Taking a new approach  
In order to attain a better balance between ‘I’ and ‘Thou’ in my classroom, I began 
changing my teaching approach to better meet the learning needs of my students based on their 
experience and expectations of teaching and learning.  By adapting to their preferred style of 
instruction and structuring the class in a way that was familiar to them, I hoped to create a more 
comfortable and productive learning environment.   
I began doing this based on some advice that was given to me from my IYTP supervisor, 
Kevin Giddens.  During one of his observations he noticed that when I took a more active, 
teacher-centered approach the students were far more likely to be productive and stay on task 





than when I took a more passive role, sitting among the students during the lecture and giving 
them freedom to organize and work on independent group projects.  Although I prefer student-
centered teaching, it was clear that my students responded better to having an authority figure at 
the front of the classroom, and that they preferred simple and structured tasks.   
At the same time, I still wanted my students to be challenged on a greater level, and to 
have the ability to successfully complete tasks requiring more cognitive skill than basic textbook 
exercises, which would prepare them for using English in the real world.  I was able to find 
balance by introducing a predictable daily routine that integrated both new and familiar elements 
of teaching to my students.  In the beginning stages of teaching something new I would use the 
standard techniques that they were comfortable with so they could focus on the language without 
distraction and build confidence in their abilities.  Then, once I felt they had a good grasp of the 
target language, I could introduce new elements into their learning experience.  The key to 
successfully implementing change was to do so slowly and sensitively; I didn’t introduce too 
much at once because I didn’t want to overwhelm them, and I carefully observed their reactions 
to each change I implemented, adapting my approach when necessary.  
In my new approach, I avoided open class activities that made the students feel 
vulnerable and did mostly pair and small group activities instead.  When soliciting answers or 
ideas I asked that individuals answer on behalf of their groups, which didn’t put any one person 
at risk of losing face.   I also decided to do more work from the textbook and abandoned my 
usual task-based method of teaching grammar for a more traditional deductive approach.  Until 
now, I rarely referred to the textbook when introducing grammar because I didn’t want the 
students to rely on rote learning and I found that they didn’t particularly engage with the 
textbook material.  Instead, I relied heavily on supplementary interactive activities and 





worksheets that I thought they would find more interesting, and tried to use as many different 
types of activities as I could to prevent the students from getting bored.  However, I found that 
without the structure of a textbook and activities that they were familiar with, the students were 
often confused and spent more time trying to figure out the task than focusing on the language.  I 
realized I needed to go back to using the textbook to provide structure and familiarity to my 
students, yet also find a way to help them better engage with the material.  
 
Providing structure and scaffolding  
Providing adequate structure and scaffolding was a key part of successfully being able to 
integrate more challenging tasks into my students’ routine.  I began to break each task down into 
steps, providing detailed models and assessing my students’ progress at each stage throughout 
the process so that I didn’t move on until everyone was ready.  This required a lot of patience, 
and activities took much longer to complete than I was accustomed to, but it was necessary 
because these students had never been required to do more than memorize a set of pre-defined 
answers, and their creativity and critical thinking skills hadn’t yet been fostered.   
I knew that my students had the potential to do much more, and that just like learning any 
other skill they just needed guidance and practice.  Take learning to drive a car for example; if 
you were to put a complete beginner behind the wheel, you would never expect that they would 
be able to drive competently without an instructor first breaking the procedure down into steps 
for them and then giving them adequate opportunities to practice in a safe, supported 
environment.   Although it would initially require a great deal of effort to carry out each step 
correctly, over time and with practice the process would eventually become automatic to the 
learner.  My goal was to help my students become more competent learners and to familiarize 





them with the process of carrying out tasks requiring creativity, critical thinking, and problem-
solving skills.    
As I mentioned, I felt that my students could benefit from the familiar structure of using a 
textbook when learning new concepts, but the problem was that they weren’t engaging with the 
material presented in our prescribed text.  I initially thought that they just weren’t interested in 
learning English, but during my cultural exploration I learned that in actuality a large part of the 
problem was that they couldn’t relate to the contents of a western textbook.  Therefore, I asked 
my students to help me adapt the textbook content to be more relevant to their lives and interests.  
When introducing a new grammar point, I would use the examples from the textbook first, 
having the students follow along in the book.  Using the textbook for support, I then asked them 
to work together in groups using dictionaries to create new examples that were more 
personalized.  For example, the statement ‘Chris likes to relax on weekends’ might be 
reconstructed into ‘MinJeong likes to go to the PC room after class’. Using their ideas, I would 
write correct versions of their sentences on the board and we used those as the basis for the 
lesson.  I never corrected their grammar at this stage because I wanted to encourage them to 
share their ideas and help build their confidence in their abilities.  After deriving the grammar 
rule together from the example we again turned to the textbook, reviewing the grammar 
summary and focusing solely on the language by completing the familiar closed textbook 
exercises.  Finally, I asked the students to change some of the language in the exercises to make 
it their own, which challenged them to a greater degree yet still provided enough structure for 
them to be able to complete the task without raising their affective filter.  In the previous 
example I would have asked them to write about what their friends and family like to do, and if it 
were a dialogue between two people they would have to choose a roll and fill in information 





about their own interests, schedule, family, etc.  To provide even more scaffolding we would 
also do a class brainstorm before the task to generate relevant language.     
The structured textbook exercises allowed the students to build both confidence and 
competence using the target language and allowed them to see many examples of the language 
used in context.  This was the foundation they had been missing in my original approach, and it 
was hugely important in helping them succeed.  From there, I was able to introduce more 
challenging tasks to both reinforce what they had learned and start working on other higher order 
skills.  Importantly, I stopped trying to make new and exciting activities all the time, settling on 
five or six standard activities to integrate into our routine.  This was critical because changing 
activities all the time meant that the students had been spending most of their time trying to 
understand what they should be doing, rather than becoming competent users of the language.  
At first the students were hesitant to partake in activities as challenging as conducting peer 
interviews and writing their own dialogues and I had to be very patient while they learned how to 
adequately complete these types of activities.  With time and support, however, they became as 
much a part of our routine as the textbook exercises.  To demonstrate how scaffolding can be 
incorporated into activities that are challenging for students, I have broken down the steps I 
would follow to support my students through a goal writing activity in Appendix B.  I will 
discuss goal setting further in the next section. 
 
Teaching Learning Strategies 
I also began regularly incorporating learning skills and strategies into my teaching to help 
my students form better study skills and habits.  Rebecca Oxford, a leading researcher in the field 
of language learning strategies, defines learning strategies as steps taken by students to assist 





their own learning (1996).  They are ways to understand, remember and recall information, and 
ways to practice skills effectively.  Research has repeatedly shown that the conscious and 
tailored use of strategies is related to language achievement and proficiency.  By incorporating 
learning strategies, Oxford has shown that teachers can help struggling students become better 
language learners through identification of appropriate strategies and study skills for them.  This 
helps them gain confidence and they will be able to apply these skills to become better lifelong 
learners in other aspects of their lives.     
I was inspired to do this by Caleb Gattegno, an influential individual in the field of 
education, and his philosophy of subordinating teaching to learning.  According to Gattegno, the 
responsibility of a teacher is to “create the climate and offer activities that nourish the human 
capacity for self-awareness, and allow human evolving through self-education” (Gattegno, S. 
1998).   However, he believed that this evolution is prevented by learning processes such as rote 
learning and memorization, as well as by artificially induced motives, such as the desire to please 
an authority figure or pass a test.  My university’s goal was to prepare its students to be “global 
leaders”, but even my English major students who were in their third year of university study 
told me they felt unprepared to compete in today’s global world or even in their own society 
because they lacked organization and time management skills and didn’t have the ability to be 
innovative, take initiative or think outside the box.  
An extensive list of learning strategies can be found in any of Rebecca Oxford’s books 
and on websites promoting strategies-based instruction (Chamot, A., 2006).  For my group of 
Korean students, though, I felt the most beneficial strategies to incorporate would be planning 
and organizing, setting goals and objectives, self and peer evaluating, ways of compensating for 
knowledge gaps, lowering anxiety, self-encouragement and rewards, and making associations 





with what they already knew.  Of particular importance for my students, however, were the 
organization and goal-setting strategies.     
As I explained in Chapter 3, it is very important in Korean society to attend a prestigious 
university.  Therefore, Korean junior high and high school students are forced to follow a very 
strict study regimen so that they can get good scores on their university entrance exams.   For my 
first year students, this was the first time in their lives that their study schedule wasn’t 
prescribed, and it was obvious to me that they didn’t quite know how to manage their time 
effectively.  Nor did any of my students know how to organize a notebook because they were 
used to working directly out of a textbook and answering only very basic questions.  In fact, 
many students often didn’t even bring a pen or paper to class because most of their classes 
required that they just sit and listen to their teacher lecture and read along from a set of handouts.   
To help them organize more effectively I required that every student purchase a three-
ring binder from the store on-campus and brought a demo binder to class with three sections in 
it: one filled with lined paper for taking notes, one for keeping handouts, and one for making a 
vocabulary notebook of words that were new or difficult for them each class, which I encouraged 
them to review weekly.  Each day the students were awarded points for bringing their pen, 
notebook and textbook to class, and at random times throughout the semester I collected their 
notebooks to make sure they were keeping them up appropriately and gave them feedback about 
how to better organize and how to take notes more effectively.  Although I had many students, I 
found it to be a manageable task if I collected just five notebooks at a time.   Again, it took time 
for this to become a regular habit for them, and I spent weeks reminding students that they must 
take notes from the board and add words to their vocabulary notebooks each day.  With the 
knowledge that working outside the textbook was a new concept for them, however, I was able 





to be patient and supportive, in contrast to before my exploration when I felt frustrated and 
lectured the students for being lazy and disorganized.  This new approach was much more 
effective, and I began to see positive results in just weeks.   
I knew the students needed guidance in this area of goal setting because they often came 
to me seeking advice about how they could improve their English skills on their own.  Because 
English was so rarely spoken in our part of Korea, they had little chance to practice or 
consolidate what we learned outside of the classroom.   Therefore, early in the semester I asked 
my students to rate their speaking, listening, reading, writing, and vocabulary skills on a scale of 
one to ten, and then to choose the two areas they wanted to improve the most.  Once they did this 
we had a class brainstorm to generate ideas for how to improve each of the skills, and then using 
their ideas I guided them through the process of writing two learning goals for the semester and 
two to three strategies for reaching each goal.   As a model, I showed them my own goals for 
improving my Korean speaking and listening skills, which were specific about when and how 
often I would work on each strategy.  
About a month later, and every month for the rest of the semester, I asked the students to 
reflect on their goals and strategies.  I asked them to tell me if they had been carrying out their 
strategies, if they were effective for helping them reach their goals or not and why, and if they 
felt they needed to make any changes.  By doing this I eventually helped them each construct a 
set of goals and strategies that were both realistic and achievable, and I could see their 
confidence growing as a result of feeling that they were taking an active and effective role in 
their learning.  Finally, at the end of the semester I asked each student to choose the one strategy 
that had been most effective for them and we did a gallery walk so they could simultaneously 
share their ideas and adopt new strategies from their classmates for further improving their 





English skills in the future.  Several examples of my English major students’ goals, strategies 
and reflections are included in Appendix C.   
 
Establishing an open dialogue  
Effective language learning necessitates making mistakes, so it is very important that 
teachers establish a safe learning space where students feel comfortable taking risks with the 
language.   This is particularly true in Korea, where saving face is an important aspect of their 
society.  Korean people aren’t generally comfortable making mistakes in public so they often 
avoid situations where they have to communicate in English.  Because of this, I knew that most 
of my students were feeling vulnerable and anxious whenever they stepped into my classroom.  
Raising their inhibitions even further was the fact that my classroom was a very different 
learning environment than they were accustomed to.  As I discussed in Chapter 3, Korean and 
Western expectations of teaching and learning are quite different.  While I expected my students 
to actively participate in class, ask me questions, and respond positively to activities that allowed 
for creativity and freedom of expression, they expected to quietly and respectfully listen to their 
teacher lecture, to be given structure, and to do most of their work out of a textbook.   Moreover, 
because I couldn’t speak Korean there was a language barrier that made communication between 
us difficult at times.     
Raised inhibitions are a problem because learners test out hypotheses about language by 
trial and error, so if they only attempt communication when they are absolutely sure of the 
correctness of their sentences they can’t effectively progress in their learning (Brown, H. D., 
1996).  Furthermore, the output hypothesis states that when attempting to produce language, 
either written or spoken, learners notice gaps in their knowledge that prevent them from being 





able to express themselves as they would like (Swain, 2000).  This contributes to learning 
because it leads students to then either seek the answer or pay more attention to relevant input in 
the future.  Testing out hypotheses is also important because learners modify their output when 
given external feedback from their teacher or peers.  Therefore, in order for my students to be 
able to learn effectively in my class I knew I would need to do something to lower their defenses.     
To ease the transition from a teacher-centered to a more student-centered learning 
environment, I attempted to establish a community in our classroom in which every student felt 
comfortable, valued, safe, and supported.  For this to be possible, it was necessary that I maintain 
an open dialogue with my students throughout the semester, explaining my rationale behind all 
class decisions, including them in the decision making processes for the class, eliciting their 
feedback regularly, and recognizing their successes by giving lots of positive feedback.   
We began the new semester with a discussion about learning and I tried to emphasize that 
making mistakes was a normal and necessary part of language learning.  I prepared a class goals 
worksheet to help them understand that the goal of my class was not to be a perfect native 
speaker, as every Korean student strived to be, or to impress their classmates, but rather to work 
together to help one another realistically improve their English skills while also improving their 
confidence and learning some new study skills (Appendix D).  I told them that to be successful 
they would have to help one another, rather than relying on me as their only resource, and 
included activities daily to help them learn each other’s names and get to know one another 
better so they would feel comfortable working together.  When they asked me questions I often 
directed them back to the class or asked the students to work together in small groups to come up 
with an answer, enforcing the idea of community and supporting one another.  





I discussed my teaching style and expectations openly with my students on the first day 
so that they would understand from the beginning that I expected them to behave differently in 
my class than in their other classes.   Then to help them understand further what my expectations 
were I prepared interactive worksheets for them which highlighted what I considered good and 
bad class behavior.  My worksheet for homework and class participation is included in Appendix 
E.  Additionally, to increase accountability and encourage students to be active in their learning, 
I asked them each to fill out daily self-evaluation forms that contributed to their overall grade for 
the class (Appendix F).  
To encourage the students to give me input and feedback about the class I asked them to 
fill out a needs assessment questionnaire on the first day that gave them the opportunity to tell 
me what sorts of activities they liked doing and what topics they wanted to cover in class.  This 
questionnaire also helped me learn a bit about their experience, motivations, personal goals and 
learning styles (Appendix G).  However, I knew the students wouldn’t be comfortable telling me 
how they felt about my teaching openly because this is considered very rude in Korean society, 
so I put an envelope on my office door and encouraged them to give me anonymous feedback 
about the class anytime.  I also distributed feedback forms regularly in class, again assuring the 
students that they didn’t have to identify themselves, and making sure I structured them so that I 
would be able to gather effective feedback from students of all levels (Appendix H).     
By communicating openly with my students, we were able to successfully build a 
productive and supportive learning environment.  Because they felt supported by one another and 
knew that I was taking their feelings into account with each decision I made about the class, they 
were able to lower their inhibitions and this allowed them to progress further in their learning.   
 





Working within the system   
In order to influence change beyond the walls of my classroom, I learned that I needed to 
learn to work within the Korean education system rather than pushing against it.  Exploring 
Korean culture helped me in this capacity because I learned about the principle of Kibun and the 
importance of respecting social hierarchy.  At my previous school I had unintentionally offended 
my superiors by openly questioning the efficiency and organization of the English program.  
Although my intentions were good, by offering unsolicited advice about how to make the 
program better, I caused them to raise their defenses, making any sort of productive 
communication impossible.   
At my most recent school, I decided to take a new approach.  This time I was respectful 
of the social order and did my best not to make any judgments about the school, the program, or 
the education system.  Instead, I made an effort to learn more about the system and why things 
were done as they were so I could learn to work better within it.  I was fortunate at this school to 
have a director who truly cared about quality education and who was open and receptive to 
feedback about the program.  When I told her about my cultural exploration and how I was 
trying to become a better teacher by learning more about my students, she agreed to meet with 
me to discuss the Korean education system and share her perspective on teaching in Korea.   
Because I had approached her in a respectful manner, Dr. Park and I were able to have an 
honest and fruitful discussion about education in which we discovered that we shared many of 
the same views about teaching and learning.  We compared Korean and Western education 
systems, discussed the short and long term needs of Korean students, and in what ways we were 
each working to fulfill those needs. I told her about the changes I was trying to implement in my 
classes and asked her if she felt they were beneficial for the students, and she agreed that they 





were.  In fact, she told me that she also regularly tried to incorporate higher order learning skills 
into her own teaching because she felt students needed to be better prepared to function as 
effective and productive members of society after graduation. 
Seeing that we shared the same goals and desires for our students to succeed, she then 
asked me if there was anything I felt the administration could do to improve the English 
program.  Being careful to avoid criticizing the program, I told her about some of the things 
which were controlled at the administrative level and that seemed to be hindering the students’ 
progress.  She listened carefully to my position, and after further discussion she agreed to do her 
best to negotiate some changes on behalf of the teachers.  I gratefully accepted her offer to help 
me and didn’t push her any further on the issues that she told me weren’t negotiable because I 
understood that she had to act based on what she felt was best overall for both the students and 
university, and that she too had to respect social hierarchy.   
By respecting and working within the system, I believe Dr. Park and I were able to make 
some significant improvements in the quality of our English program.  First of all, we managed 
to reduce the number of units covered each semester so that students had sufficient time to 
consolidate what they were learning, rather than our usual routine of rushing from one unit to the 
next before the students were ready to move on.  This also allowed teachers to dedicate some 
class time to working on developing higher order learning skills in addition to the basic skills 
covered in the textbook.  Secondly, we negotiated changes in both the grade scheme and test 
structure so as to increase the incentive for students to study and actively practice using the 
language in class.  Participation and homework were now worth more of their final grade, and 
rather than choosing from a list of pre-defined answers for their final exam, students had to 
demonstrate what they had learned by creating a dialogue containing the language structures and 





vocabulary from class.  These changes, together with those I had already implemented, helped 
lay the foundation for a much more productive and positive learning experience for my students.   
  
4.2. Impact on teacher, students and learning  
 By deepening my understanding of the needs, expectations and abilities of my students I 
was able to teach them much more effectively. I no longer felt frustrated in my context because I 
could understand my students’ behavior and finally felt I had the tools to help them progress in 
their learning.  Because I was now more patient, understanding and supportive, I formed stronger 
relationships with my students which allowed them to lower their defenses.  Moreover, having a 
greater understanding of Korean culture and society enabled me to work more harmoniously 
with my superiors to negotiate beneficial changes at the administrative level. 
 Before my cultural exploration my students showed little improvement on their progress 
checks, but after learning more about the students and adopting a new approach to teaching I 
watched them unfold their wings and reach new heights in their learning.  I challenged them, but 
not so much as to overwhelm them, and with support and scaffolding they realized their 
unknown potential.  My classroom evolved into a safe space where students could test out 
language hypotheses and attempt new learning strategies.  As their confidence grew they began 
to take greater risks, and I saw significant improvements on their progress checks.    
 By using material they could relate to and openly communicating about the purpose of 
each activity the students were more engaged in class, and by changing the grade scheme and 
test structure their incentive to work hard was greater than ever before.  As the students took a 
more active role in their learning and I watched them strengthen and build on both their language 
and learning skills. By the end of the semester I felt that they had become more competent and 





confident learners and that they had fostered their creativity, strengthened their critical thinking 
and organizational skills, and developed new problem solving abilities.  Moreover, they had 
learned to set realistic and achievable goals and to reflect on them so they could direct their own 
learning in the future. 
 Learning about my students’ culture, changing my attitude and expectations, and 
adapting my teaching approach were all necessary in order for me to achieve success and find 
harmony as a teacher in Korea.  Achieving balance in the classroom led to improved attitudes, 




















“The fact is that most of us, most of the time, are prone to act bound by the force of our habits 
and compelled by our pet ideas, our fears, our superstitions, preconceptions, prejudices, etc., all 
of which are rooted in our adherence to our past.  We stay there until we become aware of what 
is in us that keeps us there and take steps to transcend it.” 
~ Caleb Gattegno ~ 
 
This case study demonstrates the value of exploring student culture using ongoing reflective 
processes for effective teaching.  I found Pat Moran’s “Cultural Knowings Framework” to be a 
particularly useful tool in this endeavor, as it breaks down the cultural exploration process into 
workable stages and incorporates reflection into each.  Engaging in this process taught me that in 
order to avoid conflict and achieve balance and harmony in a foreign language classroom, it is 
essential for teachers to understand their students’ affective needs, expectations, experiences, 
goals and motivations, as well as their own cultural biases and teaching beliefs.  This is because, 
as in my experience, unless one really understands themselves as a cultural being they won’t be 
able to truly appreciate or empathize with how and why others view the world in a different way. 
Increasing my cultural awareness in Korea yielded many positive outcomes.  As I gained a 
greater understanding of my students’ behaviors and attitudes I grew more patient and 
supportive, which allowed us to build stronger relationships. Without understanding how their 
expectations of teaching and learning differed from my own it had been impossible for me to 
meet my students’ affective needs and create a safe learning space for them; however, once I was 
able to do so, they started to take more risks in class and to push themselves to new heights.  
Because I implemented changes slowly and provided them with support and scaffolding, they 





were able to successfully complete tasks requiring originality, creativity and critical thinking that 
they previously had no idea how to tackle.  They even began to manage their own learning by 
doing self-evaluations, creating and reflecting on learning goals, and developing their own 
learning strategies.  The improvement in their self confidence was evident, and finally I felt that I 
was making a positive impact through my teaching.  In the end I discovered that accepting and 
working within the system was a much more effective way of achieving results than forming 
harsh judgments and pushing against it.   
Overall, this project taught me that there is no set formula for “good teaching” that can be 
easily applied to every context in such a culturally diverse world.  Therefore, good teaching 
requires one to be able to adapt their teaching style and approach to suit their context.  However, 
it is important to recognize that using teaching methods appropriate for your context doesn’t 
mean sacrificing your own teaching beliefs and principles.  On the contrary, having the courage 
to move outside the “comfort zone” of our teaching empowers us as educators.  It is essential, 
however, to be knowledgeable about our students’ backgrounds, expectations, abilities and 
limitations so that we can provide the support they need to succeed as they strive to reach new 
heights in their learning.   
The culture-specific understanding I gained throughout this project helped me be a better 
teacher in my Korean context and contributed to my overall experience of living and working in 
Korea.  More importantly, though, is the self awareness and culture-general understanding that I 
took away from this experience.  I gleaned new insight into general concepts of culture and 
developed transferrable culture learning skills that will benefit me in future foreign language 
teaching contexts, just as they are helping me in my current context working at a university in 
Saudi Arabia.  Here I am facing a whole new host of questions and challenges; however, the 





transition was much easier this time.  Rather than making judgments and getting frustrated about 
things I didn’t understand or agree with when I started working here, I immediately began asking 
questions in an effort to better understand my context.  In this way I was able to differentiate 
between institutional and cultural issues fairly quickly, which helped me identify early on what 
things I would need to accept and adapt to and where there was room to negotiate change.  Just 
as in Korea, the process of finding balance between I, Thou and It in my classroom is taking 
time, but my attitude is completely different this time around.  From the very beginning I have 
been patient, supportive, understanding and open, which has made a huge difference in terms of 
building rapport with my students and creating a safe learning space for them.  Moreover, by 
maintaining an open dialogue with them from the beginning it seems they are adjusting to 
change more readily.         
After this experience I believe that being adaptable and using teaching methods appropriate 
for your context is essential for effective teaching.  Although culture training should be a 
significant part of all EFL and ESL teacher training programs, many programs are still lacking in 
this area.  Fortunately, I believe that teachers can explore culture on their own using the 
“Cultural Knowings Framework”, and that this will help them develop the self awareness, 
cultural-general understanding and culture learning skills they need to achieve culture-specific 










Essay written about the Korean education system by YuRi Kim 
 
The Korean education system is severely criticized by the people in our society. 
Everyone states that it is killing the future of our students, and that we should be working to 
change the problem. The question here would be: why is this system considered to be so harmful 
for the students? This issue is what I'd like to discuss today. 
Before looking at its faults, we have to first look at the facts of the educational system of 
Korea today. The teachers today are known to spoon feed the students, telling them to simply 
memorize how to solve this question and what the answer is. Solely looking at the effects that 
this method has, it does not seem to be so bad. In schools, the students do well on their tests, and 
have a long lasting memory of the information due to the cramming that is done. They know 
what to do to solve a problem, or what the answer is to a certain type of question. It is an 
undeniable fact that this system forces and ensures that the students will memorize and know this 
information. 
At this point, it does not sound like it has much of a detrimental effect on the students. 
However, we have to take into consideration that this is being debated upon as a huge issue, and 
there is a reason for that. Personally, I thought that the main catch in this education system is that 
it is extremely short sighted. That is, this system only ensures that the student knows how to do 
well in school, not in their future lives. The main reasons for this are that the students' abilities to 
solve problems deteriorate, and that they cannot think creatively anymore. First comes the issue 
of dealing with problems. As mentioned previously, the status quo of the Korean education 
system is that the students are spoon fed the methods of solving the problems by the teachers. At 





this point, I would like to give a similar situation. A child wants to learn how to ride a bicycle. 
As he or she does not know how to ride it at all in the beginning, he or she is assisted by 
auxiliary wheels on the bicycle. However, to truly learn how to ride the bicycle, the child must 
learn to ride without the auxiliary wheels. He or she may fall a few times, but the child cannot 
keep depending on the auxiliary wheel. This is a similar situation to the Korean students. The 
students do not need to work in our current system, as the answers are given to them by the 
teachers. They don’t need to work to figure out how to solve the problem; it’s already written 
down for them. Like the child dependent on the auxiliary wheel, the students depend on the 
teachers to tell them how to solve a problem. Going back to my example, what would happen if 
those wheels were suddenly to be removed? The child would obviously lose his or her balance, 
and would not be able to ride the bicycle anymore- because they were so dependent. The 
students are in a similar situation. As they graduate and go out into society, there is no one there 
to guide them anymore. In this situation, these individuals, who were so used to having solutions 
handed to them, now no longer know how to solve problems by themselves. The school, for 
ages, had taught them to memorize- but not to think of solutions.  
The second issue is that of creativity. As the teachers teach the students what the “right” 
answer is, everyone has the same answer, the same process, and basically the same thinking. 
Students are like dough. Depending on what ingredients you put in the dough, how you knead it, 
and how you bake it, there are hundreds of different ways your bread could turn out to be. The 
process in which this “baking” is done for us is in our schools, where we are educated for our 
futures. However, this system is what changes all this. Consider this system to be a cookie cutter. 
Instead of every single batch of dough having its own unique characteristics, this cutter forces 
the dough to comply with certain shapes, and cuts off everything that does not fit into the border. 





Everyone is forced to be equal. To be at the top, to be noticed by other people around you, 
people need to be unique. The Korean education system, under the pretense of teaching, is killing 
off the creativity of the students, restricting them to certain answers. The teachers and the society 
have already defined what is “right” as the answer. Our society is not teaching the students to 
think- we’re teaching them to comply with the standards. 
As can be seen above, in society, the methods with which the youth are being educated 
with can result in serious flaws to their future. Especially considering that this is an age in which 
thinking out of the box is being valued, I think that this is a major problem that people need to 
work to fix. The society should not be setting clear boundaries on which to limit the ideas of the 
youth, but instead ponder more on how they could be doing things. We should not be teaching 
them what the answers are- we should be teaching them to work to get the answers, and let the 

















Scaffolding in Goal Setting  
Time: 1 - 1.5 hours (+ monthly homework reflections) 
Level: Pre-intermediate 
Objectives: SWBAT write two learning goals and 2-3 strategies for reaching each, including 
how often and when they will work on them 
Materials needed: White board and either OHP or poster paper 




- T tells SS: “I have a problem” 
 
- SS ask T questions to determine the problem 
 









- T writes on board: ‘speaking, listening, 
writing, reading & vocabulary’ and beside each 




- Having a model to follow will help SS 
in creating their own products later 
- T elicits some ideas from SS orally of when 
and where T needs to use each skill (e.g.; asking 
directions, to read labels at the grocery store, 
etc.) and makes notes on board as SS give 
answers (if SS need help T prompts with 
questions, such as “Do I need to use Korean in 
the market? Why?”) 
 
- Discussing where and when T needs to 
use Korean will give SS a basis for 
choosing which two skills T should work 
on improving in the next step, and also 
prepares SS to do the same for themselves 
later  
 
- Prompting questions sometimes help SS 
generate ideas  
 
- T divides the class into five groups, assigns 
each group a different skill, and asks each group 
to brainstorm things T can do to improve that 
skill (before the task T assigns writer and 
reporter roles within each group, and also 
elicits one idea for each skill and writes it on 
the board) 
 
– Reporters write each group’s ideas on the 
-  Working in groups allows students to 
share ideas and build confidence in their 
answers before sharing with the class 
 
- Assigning group roles helps SS work 
together more efficiently and effectively  
 
- Eliciting and writing some examples 







- T elicits SS help in correcting any grammar or 
spelling errors on the board 
 
allows T to check SS understand the task 
while also providing a model for those 
who need it 
 
- Based on T’s self-rated Korean abilities and 
ideas generated by the class for when and where 
T would need to use Korean, SS discuss in 
small groups which two skills they think are 
most important for T to focus on improving 
(before the task T assigns writer, reporter and 
discussion leader roles within the group and 
refers to discussion language that is posted on 
the left wall)  
 
- Each group shares their ideas with the class, 
and a consensus is reached (S & L skills) 
 
- Previous tasks prepared SS to do this 
 
- Providing important language needed 
for the discussion task reduces anxiety, 
allows SS to focus on the task at hand, 
and enforces correct language use 
 
- T elicits SS’ help in writing two learning goals 
for the semester either on poster paper or using 
an OHP: 
 
1. I will improve my Korean speaking skills. 
2. I will improve my Korean listening skills. 
 
- SS are actively involved in creating the 





- Referring back to S-generated ideas on the 
board for how to improve language skills, T 
chooses two strategies for each S & L and 
circles them  
 
 
- T elicits SS’ help in writing two strategies 
underneath each goal on the poster paper or 
OHP  
 
-T adds a time phrase to each strategy if 
necessary indicating when or how often they 
will do each strategy (this is underlined for 
emphasis) 
 
e.g. I will watch one Korean TV show every 
week.  
 
- SS are actively involved in creating the 
model they will need to create their own 
products later 
 
- T is modeling how to make strategies 
more effective by planning for when or 




- T asks SS to rate their own abilities in each of 
the five skills (S, L, W, R & V) from 1-10 
 
- SS are using the same process and 
model for the Ts goals to create their own 
product 







the model  
- T elicits some ideas from SS orally of when 
and where SS needs to use each skill and makes 
notes on board as SS give answers (if SS need 
help T prompts with questions, such as “Do you 
need English at your part-time job? Why?”) 
 
- Based on their abilities and why they need 
English, SS choose the two skills they want to 
work on this semester 
 
- Using T’s model students write two learning 
goals for themselves (T walks around and 
observes to make sure SS are on track) 
 
- SS are using the same process and 
model for the Ts goals to create their own 
product 
- SS peer share their goals, then class share 
 
- Peer sharing gives SS a chance to check 
their work and build confidence before 
sharing with the class 
 
- Class sharing allows T to make sure all 
SS are on track before moving on to the 
next step  
 
- Using T’s model students write two or more 
strategies for reaching each goal – they may use 
the ideas on the board or their own ideas (T 
walks around and observes to make sure SS are 
on track) 
 
- SS are using the same process and 
model for the Ts goals to create their own 
product 
- SS peer share their strategies (T asks SS to 
check that partner has  written when or how 
often they will work on their goal), then class 
share 
 
- Peer sharing gives SS a chance to check 
their work and build confidence before 
sharing with the class 
 
- Class sharing allows T to make sure all 
SS are on track before moving on to the 
next step  
 
- T collects final products, checking that they 
are accurate, realistic and achievable, 
commenting as necessary 
 
- T must check that all SS have done the 
task properly and that their goals and 
realistic and achievable before moving on 
to the next step of action and reflection  
 








- T encourages SS to work on their goals 
throughout the semester 
 
- At the beginning of each month, SS are asked 
to reflect on their goals using guiding questions, 
and T collects and comments 
 
Questions: 
1. What are your learning goals? 
2. How did you originally plan to reach your 
goals? 
3. Have you been doing it? If not, why not? 
4. Would you like to make any changes? 
5. Would you like to add any new goals or 
strategies? 
- Providing guiding questions helps 
students reflect on their goals, since they 
have never done it before and don’t know 
where to begin 
 
- Giving feedback helps SS improve on 
the goal-reflecting process 
 
- Positive feedback encourages SS that 
they have succeeded in a challenging new 


















































































Class Goals Worksheet 
 























Participation and Homework Worksheet 
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